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All our tables are free standing so all we need is some space (no chairs/tables)
Full sized casino quality
Been on TV twice and have done a celebrity wedding

250cm

125cmCroupier

Slightly smaller table available for house parties.

190cm

110cm
Croupier

Players = 9
Skill level = Easy 

Blackjack

Description
Sometimes called ‘21’  it is the 
most popular casino game. It is 
similar to pontoon where whoever 
gets closest to 21 wins!

Recommened - Any event
Will work well at any event, 
Blackjack should be your �rst 
choice of casino game.

Players = 9-10
Skill level = Easy 

Roulette

Description
A ball round a wheel with 0-36 
numbers on.
You bet on which number it will 
land on.  
Your croupier will happily explain 
the di�erent bets to your guests.

Recommened - Any event
Roulette tables are found in every 
casino around the world, the 
wheel looks posh and fancy so 
good for the WOW factor.

Players = 10-12
Skill level = Really easy 

Wheel of Fortune

Description
A great big spinning wheel with 
di�erent colours and symbols.
You bet on which colour or 
symbol it will land on.

Recommened - Large events
Best for large events having high 
capacity of players and a quick 
turn around. as it is a very simple 
game.
Visually impressive with 2m tall 
wheel.

Players = 7
Skill level = Medium

Poker
(5 card Stud / 3 Card)

Description
The easiest form of poker where 
you play against the dealer.  You 
get 5 cards each, best poker hand 
wins!
You croupier will be happy to 
explain all the poker hands.

Recommened - Most events
Should be your 3rd table choice as 
it brings something di�erent.
Poker has recently become a really 
popular game in casinos.

Players = 9-10
Skill level = Hard

Description
The most popular poker game 
where players play against 
eachother.

Recommened - Small Parties
It is the type of game where 9 
players will sit down and want to 
play for long periods meaning not 
much turn around of players.

Players = 10-12
Skill level = Hard

Dice / Craps

Description
A lively and loud game where you 
bet on the outcome of 2 dice.
The hardest of casino games to 
understand however once you 
know the basics it can be the most 
exciting!

Recommened - Not next to the DJ
It does take a bit of explaining so as 
long as the venue is not too loud 
this can be a real crowd pleaser.

190cm

110cm
Croupier

240cm

170cm

Croupier

Table to place bets

Wheel of Fortune

250cm

130cm
Croupier

200cm

125cm
Croupier

Poker
(Texas Holdem)


